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Abstract The edges of any hypergraph parametrize a monomial algebra called the
edge subring of the hypergraph. We study presentation ideals of these edge subrings,
and describe their generators in terms of balanced walks on hypergraphs. Our results
generalize those for the defining ideals of edge subrings of graphs, which are well-
known in the commutative algebra community, and popular in the algebraic statistics
community. One of the motivations for studying toric ideals of hypergraphs comes
from algebraic statistics, where generators of the toric ideal give a basis for random
walks on fibers of the statistical model specified by the hypergraph. Further, under-
standing the structure of the generators gives insight into the model geometry.

Keywords Hypergraph · Edge ring · Markov basis · Toric ideal · Monomial walk ·
Sunflower · Combinatorial discrepancy · Parameter hypergraph

1 Introduction

The rich history of the ideal theory of graphs, dating back to the seminal paper [20],
shows that fundamental properties of monomial algebras associated to graphs have
interesting combinatorial interpretations. The connection inspired a body of work
that joins combinatorial and algebraic methods with at least two algebraic objects in
focus: monomial edge ideals of graphs, and toric ideals of edge subrings of graphs.

The study of quadratic squarefree monomial ideals corresponding to edges of a
graph has generated a lot of interest from the algebraic community. In particular, the
comprehensive monograph [23] contains numerous references on the subject. More
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recent work includes, for example, [3] which describes Betti numbers and primary
decompositions for edge ideals of restricted families of graphs. On the other hand,
presentation ideals of edge subrings of graphs, which are toric rather than monomial,
arise as kernels of monomial maps whose images correspond to the edges of a graph.
These toric ideals have been studied in [13, 14, 18, 22, 23].

Several results for the monomial edge ideals have been extended to the case of
hypergraphs (see, for example, [6, 9]), where a hypergraph is a generalization of a
graph with edges containing more than two vertices. However, toric ideals of edge
subrings remain completely unexplored beyond the graph case. Nevertheless, they
are of interest in applications, and as blow-up algebras, since the edge subring of a
uniform hypergraph is isomorphic to the special fiber ring of its edge ideal.

In this work, we extend the theory for these toric ideals from graphs to (uniform)
hypergraphs. We study the combinatorial signatures of presentation ideals of mono-
mial subalgebras parametrized by squarefree monomials of degree greater than 2.
Their generators, Gröbner and Graver bases are given in terms of monomial walks on
hypergraphs, generalizing the constructions that are well-known for graphs.

One of the motivations for studying toric ideals of hypergraphs comes from alge-
braic statistics, where generating sets of toric ideals play an important role in testing
how well a model fits the given data. The edge subring of a hypergraph corresponds to
any exponential family model whose joint probabilities are parametrized by monomi-
als. For more details, see Sect. 3. In fact, edge subrings of graphs are already known
in algebraic statistics, most notably in [12, 15, 16, 21]. The first author has used these
toric ideals to gain insight into the geometry of a particular random graph model,
existence of maximum likelihood estimators, and a better way to generate Markov
moves [16, 17]. In particular, this work is a starting point for developing the theory
required for the more general algebraic statistical models.

A hypergraph H is d-uniform if every edge contains d vertices. We describe the
natural one-to-one correspondence between sets of squarefree monomials of degree
d and d-uniform hypergraphs with the following notation. For a finite d-uniform hy-
pergraph H on V = {x1, . . . , xn} and edge set E, each edge ei of H encodes a square-
free monomial xei := ∏

j∈ei
xj of degree d in the polynomial ring k[x1, . . . , xn] over

a field k. Thus, the hypergraph H can be written as a set of monomials representing
the edges: H = {xe1, . . . , xek }. The edge subring of the hypergraph H , denoted by
k[H ], is the monomial subring of the polynomial ring generated by the edges of H ;
in symbols,

k[H ] := k
[
xei : ei ∈ E(H)

]
.

Letting tei
be a variable representing the edge ei , define a ring homomorphism φH :

k[tei
] → k[H ] with φH (tei

) = xei . The kernel of this monomial map, denoted by IH ,
is the toric ideal of the edge subring of the hypergraph H . It encodes the algebraic
relations among the edges of the hypergraph.

A first problem of interest is to describe the combinatorics of generators of the
ideal for an arbitrary hypergraph. With this in mind, we define monomial walks on
hypergraphs and the balancing condition in Sect. 2, which are the natural direct gen-
eralization of monomial walks on graphs. Theorem 2.8 characterizes the binomials
in IH in terms of such monomial walks, extending the classical theorems of Villar-
real [22, 23], and Ohsugi and Hibi [13]. In Sect. 3 we outline the relevance of our
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results: the correspondence between statistical models and hypergraphs is explored
in Sect. 3.1, and we derive a connection to the well-studied set-theoretical problem of
combinatorial discrepancy in Sect. 3.2. Given the apparent difficulty of the problem
of describing all primitive monomial walks on an arbitrary hypergraph, we dedi-
cate Sect. 4 to sparsely intersecting hypergraphs, which generalize the three types of
primitive walks on graphs. In particular, Propositions 4.2, 4.5, 4.9 and Theorem 4.12
describe several supporting hypergraphs of primitive monomial walks. Their basic
building blocks consist of matchings and sunflowers, well-known in the hypergraph
literature. In Sect. 5 we show that many of the results for graphs cannot be gener-
alized, and the expected degree bounds do not hold. Finally, Sect. 6 outlines some
of the many open problems that we hope will be addressed by the combinatorics
community.

Algebraic properties of toric ideals of hypergraphs such as normality, Cohen–
Macaulayness, and geometry of the corresponding polytopes are all open problems of
interest, but are beyond the scope of this paper. Degree bounds of generators are stud-
ied in [8]. The problem of finding these generators algorithmically and understanding
the complexity of such algorithms remains open and would make a significant con-
tribution to applied algebraic statistics.

2 Monomial walks on hypergraphs

We begin with an example in the case when H is 2-uniform.

Example 2.1 Consider the simplest case when H is a graph, say, the complete
graph H = K5 on vertices x1, . . . , x5. The edge subring k[K5] ⊆ k[x1, . . . , x5] is
parametrized by

φK5 : k[tij ] → k[x1x2, x1x3, . . . , x4x5]
tij �→ xixj .

The toric ideal IK5 is generated by the following 10 quadrics:

t24t35 − t23t45, t14t35 − t13t45, t34t25 − t23t45, t14t25 − t12t45,

t13t25 − t12t35, t34t15 − t13t45, t24t15 − t12t45, t23t15 − t12t35,

t13t24 − t12t34, t23t14 − t12t34.

For example, the binomial f := t13t24 − t12t34 ∈ IH is represented in the leftmost
graph of Fig. 1. Since f is represented by an even cycle with alternating colors on
the edges, we say that it arises from the cycle.

In general, when H is a graph, then the generators of the ideal IH are known in
terms of these red-blue colorings on the edges of the graph:

Theorem 2.2 ([13, 22], see also [23]) The toric ideal of the edge subring of a graph
G is generated by binomials arising from (primitive) even closed walks on G.
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Fig. 1 The three types of walks
from Theorem 2.3. Colors are
explained in Remark 2.5 (Color
figure online)

Such binomials have been characterized by the following result which, in fact,
provides a Graver basis for the toric ideal.

Theorem 2.3 ([13, 22], see also [23]) Primitive even closed walks on G are one of
the following: (i) even cycles, (ii) two odd cycles sharing a vertex, or (iii) two odd
cycles such that there are two walks connecting a vertex in one cycle with a vertex in
the other.

An even closed walk is the exact structure in a graph required to give rise to a
binomial: the sequence of edges in the walk induces a bipartition of the edges with
multiplicity and all vertices in the walk have the same degree in each of the two parts.
We propose the following generalization of an even closed walk on a hypergraph.
Following [23], we call it a monomial walk.

Definition 2.4 A monomial walk on a d-uniform hypergraph is an even sequence
of edges W := {e1, e2, . . . , e2k}, where each edge ei in the sequence intersects the
subsequence {e1, e2, . . . , ei−1}, and each vertex v ∈ ⋃2k

i=1 ei covered by W satisfies
the following balancing condition: |{ei ∈ W : v ∈ ei and i is odd}| = |{ei ∈ W : v ∈
ei and i is even}|.

Each monomial walk gives rise to a binomial in the ideal IH . Namely, we say that
a binomial fW arises from W if

fW :=
k∏

i=1

te2i−1 −
k∏

i=1

te2i
.

A monomial walk is said to be primitive if there does not exist a proper subwalk,
that is, a collection W ′ of odd- and even-numbered edges, properly contained in W ,
such that W ′ is also a monomial walk.

For the remainder of the paper, we occasionally refer to a monomial walk as a
walk. For convenience, all hypergraphs in this paper will be uniform. In the non-
uniform case, binomials in IH are not necessarily supported by alternating monomial
walks; although one can extend the balancing condition to the non-uniform case.
Algebraically, we are simply considering homogeneous toric ideals.

Remark 2.5 (Bicoloring the edges in fW ) The classical theorems for graphs use odd
and even numbered edges to describe fW . For hypergraphs, however, we have found
this notation and related pictorial representations extremely tedious. Thus, from now
on, we refer to the even- and odd-numbered edges as blue and red edges. This bicol-
oring is implicit in the graphs case as well.
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Fig. 2 Examples of walks (Color figure online)

Example 2.6 Consider a complete 3-uniform hypergraph on 12 vertices. Figure 2
shows three monomial walks on this hypergraph.

In general, there is no squarefree assumption on the binomial fW . Walking along
the same edge multiple times during W is allowed, so it is possible that ei = ej for
i �= j . (See Fig. 2(C) for an example.) If an edge in a monomial walk appears as
both red and blue, then these two copies of the edge can be safely removed. The
remaining set of edges constitutes another monomial walk. On the binomial side, this
corresponds to a multiple of a smaller binomial.

Definition 2.7 Let E be a (multiset) collection of an even number of edges in H . We
say that E is balanced with respect to a given bicoloring of H if for each vertex v

covered by E , the number of red edges containing v equals the number of blue edges
containing v; in symbols:

degblue(v) = degred(v). (�)

The constructions above imply the following.

Theorem 2.8 Let H be a uniform hypergraph. Any balanced collection of edges
E ⊂ E(H) constitutes a monomial walk, or a collection of disjoint monomial walks.

In particular, the ideal IH is generated by binomials fW arising from primitive
monomial walks W on H .

Proof A binomial f is in the ideal IH if and only if the set of edges E appearing in
the support of the binomial is balanced. Namely, f ∈ IH is given by a collection of
edges such that

f =
∏

blue edges e

te −
∏

red edges e′
te′ ,

where the coloring is induced by the binomial f itself. Being in the kernel of ϕH is
equivalent to

ϕH

( ∏

blue edges e

te

)

= ϕH

( ∏

red edges e′
te′

)

.

This, in turn, is equivalent to condition (�).
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We need to show that any balanced collection of edges with respect to some bicol-
oring can be written as arising from a monomial walk, or a set of disjoint monomial
walks. Throughout the proof we will maintain a sequence of visited edges W from E ,
and the set of red and blue degrees of each vertex v covered by E , which we denote
by degred(v; E ) and degblue(v; E ), respectively.

We begin with W = ∅. Pick an arbitrary blue edge e ∈ E , define e1 := e, and
update W = W ∪ {e1}, E = E − {e1}, noting that degblue(v; E ) has decreased by 1,
for every v ∈ e1. Pick an arbitrary u1 ∈ e1. By (�), there exists a red edge e′ ∈ E
such that u ∈ e′. Let e2 := e′ and update W = W ∪ {e2}, E = E − {e2}, noting that
degred(v; E ) has decreased by 1, for every v ∈ e2. Clearly, u1 is now balanced in W .

Repeat recursively as follows. Check whether degblue(v; E ) = degred(v; E ) for
all v. If not, there must exist an unbalanced vertex covered by W . For odd (resp.
even) i, there exists a blue (resp. red) edge in E that intersects an even (resp. odd)
edge ej in W , j < i. Call this edge ei and move it to W .

On the other hand, if degblue(v; E ) = degred(v; E ) holds for every v, we have pro-
duced a monomial walk W . In the case where E is not empty, the algorithm restarts
on the current E with empty W to find additional edge-disjoint monomial walks.
Finally, the algorithm stops when E is empty.

What we have shown is that every binomial in the ideal IH arises from a finite col-
lection of monomial walks. That only primitive binomials are necessary to generate
the ideal follows from standard arguments: e.g. see Lemma 4.6 in [19]. �

Naturally, if a certain edge appeared multiple times in E , each occurrence of the
edge gets a unique label, so that the above argument is valid for multisets of edges.

Recall that the Graver basis is a special generating set of the toric ideal, usu-
ally very large and algebraically redundant, but combinatorially nice. What we have
shown above is that the Graver basis of IH consists of primitive monomial walks with
support on the edge set of H . In addition, as in the graphs case, since the Graver basis
contains all reduced Gröbner bases, we can say the following:

Corollary 2.9 If f is a polynomial in any reduced Gröbner basis of IH , then f = fW
for some primitive monomial walk W .

The natural problem now is to understand primitive monomial walks on a given
hypergraph H . We will concern ourselves with a criterion which will allow us to
determine if a given set of edges is a primitive monomial walk. To this end, we make
the following definition.

Definition 2.10 A multihypergraph H is called a monomial hypergraph if its edges
can be colored so that they are balanced (see Definition 2.7). Such an H is primitive
if there exists a balanced bicoloring that makes the corresponding monomial walk
primitive.

The purpose of this definition is twofold. First, note that a monomial hypergraph
corresponds to a monomial walk. However, a given walk comes equipped with the
blue and red bicoloring of the edges (i.e., the binomial is given explicitly); whereas
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in a monomial hypergraph, the coloring is not fixed (i.e., it represents the support of
the binomial). In the graph case, this distinction is less important because the coloring
is more obvious. For example, when we say that “even cycles are generators of the
toric ideal of a graph”, we do not specify how to color the edges of the cycle; however,
upon the inspection of the proof, of course, it is obvious that the edges are colored in
alternating colors to give rise to a binomial. In hypergraphs, such a choice of coloring
may not always be immediate or unique, so this distinction is important. Second,
a monomial hypergraph is not a simple hypergraph: there is no squarefree assumption
on the monomial walks, so an edge in a hypergraph may be traced multiple times in
a walk over its edge set. This generality is required since we cannot assume that the
binomials in IH are squarefree.

Corollary 2.11 The set of binomials

{fW |W is a bicolored primitive monomial hypergraph over the hypergraph H }
is a universal Gröbner basis for the toric ideal IH .

In summary: a monomial walk has an alternating coloring on the edges and re-
quires that all the visited vertices are balanced with respect to that coloring; and a
monomial hypergraph is a multihypergraph with the supporting edge set being that
of H , it corresponds to a monomial walk, but its coloring is not fixed. The monomial
hypergraph corresponding to the monomial walk W is the combinatorial signature
of the binomial fW ∈ IH .

3 Monomial hypergraphs: from log-linear models to discrepancy

Before exploring the structure of monomial hypergraphs in the next section, let us
briefly reflect on their relevance. We explain how they arise naturally in algebraic
statistics, and proceed to show how they relate to combinatorial discrepancy of hy-
pergraphs.

3.1 Parameter hypergraphs

Monomial maps make a notable appearance in statistics: they encode important fam-
ilies of statistical models for discrete random variables called log-linear models.
A log-linear model is a family of joint probability distributions that are described by
monomials in the model parameters (equivalently, minimal sufficient statistics of the
model are in the row span of a linear map, and hence the name; but let us not dwell on
this here). To see how monomial maps arise, let us consider the following very sim-
ple example. Two random variables Z1 and Z2, taking a and b values, respectively,
are said to be independent if the joint probability Pij := Prob(Z1 = i,Z2 = j) fac-
tors as follows: Pij = Prob(Z1 = i)Prob(Z2 = j) for all i ∈ [a] and j ∈ [b]. Denote
the probabilities Prob(Z1 = i) and Prob(Z2 = j) by xi and xa+j , respectively. The
unknown quantities x1, . . . , xa+b are called the model parameters; they completely
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determine this family of distributions. We can summarize this simple example by say-
ing that the independence model for Z1 and Z2 is specified by the monomial map that
sends Pij to xixa+j . In this sense, the edge subring k[Ka,b] of the complete bipartite
graph Ka,b on the vertex set {x1, . . . , xa} � {xa+1, . . . , xa+b} describes the structure
of the joint probability distributions that belong to the independence model.

This correspondence can be naturally extended to any more complicated model
for discrete random variables Z1, . . . ,Zm, whose joint probabilities are parametrized
by squarefree monomials in the model parameters x1, . . . , xn. Each such log-linear
model M is encoded by a hypergraph HM on the vertex set x1, . . . , xn, constructed
as follows: {xj }j∈J is an edge of HM if and only if the index set J describes one
of the joint probabilities in the model; that is, there exist values i1, . . . , im such that
Prob(Z1 = i1, . . . ,Zm = im) = ∏

j∈J xj .
Henceforth, we will name HM the parameter hypergraph of the model M. Some-

what surprisingly, toric ideals IHM are quite relevant for testing goodness of fit of the
model M. Without going into statistical details, a non-asymptotic test for model/data
fit is carried out by exploring the fiber of a given point in the image of the monomial
map φHM . In terms of the hypergraph HM, an observed data point corresponds to a
collection of edges; for convenience, think of them as colored blue. The fiber of that
data point then consists of all red edge sets that balance it, and thus have the same
image under the map φHM . The recipe for exploring a fiber is to move from any point
to another point by applying a Markov move, which corresponds to a generator of the
toric ideal IHM of the model. Since the binomials in IHM are supported by balanced
edge sets, this move is interpreted as removing the observed (blue) edges and replac-
ing them by the red edges, arriving at another monomial with the same image. The
correspondence between Markov moves and toric generators is well-known in alge-
braic statistics literature, and often referred to as the fundamental theorem of Markov
bases. The technical description of how such a random walk on a fiber is actually
implemented is beyond the scope of this paper; but the interested reader is referred
to [5] and the recent text [1].

In general, finding Markov bases for many relevant statistical modes is a wide-
open problem; some complexity bounds and a few structural theorems are known.
Therefore, our goal is to understand the combinatorial structure of monomial hyper-
graphs supported on HM. Instead of focusing on one log-linear model, we explore
combinatorial signatures of general monomial hypergraphs. We focus on homoge-
neous ideals, thus the models parametrized by uniform hypergraphs. Finally, as ex-
plained in [1], for homogeneous toric models with statistical sampling constraints or
with structural zeros in the model, a minimal generating set of the toric ideal may
not suffice for connecting the fibers, and instead squarefree part of the Graver basis
is used.

As mentioned in the introduction, the edge subring of a graph has appeared in sev-
eral results in algebraic statistics. By defining the parameter hypergraph HM, which
the reader should agree is quite a natural generalization, we give an applied motiva-
tion to extend the well-known results on toric ideals of graphs to the more general
case. By Theorem 2.8, Markov moves for any (homogeneous) log-linear model M
are encoded by primitive monomial hypergraphs supported on a (uniform) HM. One
of our main goals is to frame this problem in terms of combinatorics of hypergraphs.
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3.2 A dual problem: combinatorial discrepancy

To that end, we begin by noting a relation between monomial hypergraphs and zero-
discrepancy hypergraphs. Broadly, the combinatorial discrepancy problem asks for
a coloring of the vertices of a hypergraph H = (V ,E) such that each hyperedge
contains roughly the same number of vertices of each color. (The reader is directed
to [2, 11] for a detailed introduction to discrepancy theory.) Let us formally define
the discrepancy of a hypergraph.

Definition 3.1 The discrepancy of a hypergraph H = (V ,E), denoted disc(H), is
the quantity disc(H) = minχ :V →±1 maxe∈E

∑
v∈e χ(v). In words, it is the minimum,

over all colorings χ , of the maximum discrepancy of an edge in H .

Given a hypergraph H , the dual hypergraph H ∗ is the hypergraph containing
a vertex v∗ for each edge e ∈ E(H) and an edge e∗ for each v ∈ V (H); here e∗ =
{v∗ ∈V (H ∗) : v∗ corresponds to an edge e∈E(H) that is incident in H to vertex v}.
More briefly, the vertex-edge incidence matrix of H ∗ is the transpose of the vertex-
edge incident matrix of H .

It is not hard to see that a zero-discrepancy hypergraph H ∗ = (V ∗,E∗) is dual to
a monomial hypergraph H = (V ,E): the mapping χ : V ∗ → ±1 acts on the vertices
of H ∗ but it acts on the edges of H . Zero discrepancy for H ∗ implies that each edge
of H ∗ contains the same number of red and blue vertices and, as a consequence, each
vertex of H is incident to the same number of red and blue edges. This establishes
the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2 A hypergraph H is a monomial hypergraph if and only if disc(H ∗) = 0.
Furthermore, a monomial hypergraph H is primitive if and only if no coloring
χ : V ∗ → ±1 realizing disc(H ∗) = 0, also induces a zero discrepancy coloring on
a (non-empty) subhypergraph H̃ of H ∗ produced by deleting any subset of vertices
and shrinking the edges.

Deleting a vertex from H ∗ and shrinking its incident edges is equivalent to deleting
an edge in the dual hypergraph H . There are some other interesting facts here. While
a monomial hypergraph can have multiple edges, this is not true or necessary for
the dual zero-discrepancy hypergraph, as multiple edges in H would correspond to
vertices that are incident to the same set of edges in the dual.

An important inapproximability result of [4] on discrepancy implies that it is NP-
Hard to decide whether a hypergraph H = (V ,E) is the support for a monomial
hypergraph, or whether for every bicoloring of E(H), there exists a vertex v ∈ V (H)

such that |degred(v) − degblue(v)| ≥ Ω(
√|E(H)|).

Given the difficulty of deciding the discrepancy of a hypergraph, we pursue a
structural theorem for monomial hypergraphs in the next section.
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4 Sparse bouquets

Theorem 2.8 can be used to give a characterization of (primitive) monomial walks in
terms of the existence of an edge partition satisfying the degree condition (�). How-
ever, it gives no other information about the structure of the supporting hypergraphs.

In this section, we use Theorem 2.8 to construct and study supports of monomial
hypergraphs that parallel the graphs case. For example, consider case (ii) from The-
orem 2.3. Two odd cycles glued at a vertex support a primitive monomial walk on a
graph. Increasing the degree of that core vertex could produce monomial walks, but
they can never be primitive. In contrast, the core vertices in hypergraph supports of
primitive walks can have degree larger than 2; in fact, it can be arbitrarily high!

The first three results in this section directly generalize cases (i), (ii) and (iii)
(for short cycles) from Theorem 2.3. First, a pair of perfect matchings generalizes an
even cycle, and its supporting hypergraph is characterized in Proposition 4.2. Second,
a monomial sunflower generalizes a bow-tie (two 3-cycles sharing a vertex), and its
supporting hypergraphs are characterized in Proposition 4.5. Finally, a partitioned
core sunflower generalizes two 3-cycles connected by two paths, and the supporting
hypergraphs are described in Proposition 4.9.

A further generalization summarizing the above propositions is given in Theo-
rem 4.12. So, unlike in the case of graphs, these three results do not exhaustively char-
acterize monomial hypergraphs. Nevertheless, starting from sunflowers and match-
ings, natural building blocks of monomial hypergraphs, we can obtain much more
complex structures. We delve more into the open problem of structurally characteriz-
ing primitive monomial hypergraphs in Sect. 6.

4.1 Matchings

Definition 4.1 A matching on a hypergraph H = (V ,E) is a subset M ⊂ E of inde-
pendent edges, that is, no two edges intersect. A matching is called perfect if it covers
all the vertices of the hypergraph, i.e., V (M) = V .

The simplest monomial hypergraph can be formed using a pair of perfect match-
ings on the same set of variables. Next we give a sufficient and necessary condition
for the primitivity of such a monomial hypergraph. A hypergraph H = (V ,E) is said
to be connected if its primal graph is connected, where the primal graph has the same
vertex set and an edge between any two vertices contained in the same hyperedge.

Proposition 4.2 (Pair of matchings) Let H = (V ,E) be a d-uniform hypergraph
such that E = Mr � Mb , where Mr , Mb form two edge-disjoint perfect matchings on
the vertex set V . A monomial hypergraph H with support H is primitive if and only
if H is connected and H contains no multiple edges.

Proof Let H be a primitive monomial hypergraph and consider a primitive monomial
walk W on the edges of H with an appropriate associated bicoloring. Any walk is
connected, so suppose for contradiction that edge e ∈ E has multiplicity k in W . By
construction of the supporting hypergraph H , there exist exactly two distinct edges
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in H , say e and f , containing any vertex v. We may assume that all copies of e in W
are red, as two copies of e in W that belong to a different color partition would create
a trivial subwalk. By the degree condition (�) there must be k copies of f in W , all
colored blue. Edges e and f are distinct so there exist a vertex u in f and a unique
edge g in H such that g contains u and has multiplicity k in W . But H is connected,
so we may repeat this process for each vertex in W to conclude that all edges in E

appear in W in k copies of the same color, contradicting the primitivity of W .
For sufficiency, we need only produce a bicoloring for the edges of H , taken with

no multiplicity, such that the associated walk is primitive. We construct the required
bicoloring by coloring edges in Mr red and edges in Mb blue. Assume by way of
contradiction that there exists a smaller walk W in H that is also a monomial walk.
Let VW and EW be the vertex and edge sets induced by the walk W , and let HW =
(VW ,EW ). It is clear that every vertex in any monomial walk, and so specifically in
HW must have degree at least 2 (the sum of the blue degree and the red degree). Since
W is a subwalk, there must be some edge or vertex of H that W does not contain.
But every vertex in HW has degree 2 so there can be no more edges in H \ HW
containing any vertex from HW . Then H is disconnected. �

Figures 2(A) and 2(B) are primitive matchings. The former is also commonly
called a tight cycle.

4.2 Monomial sunflower

As pairs of matchings have the property that each vertex has degree 2, they generalize
even cycles on graphs. In contrast, the next case in Theorem 2.3 has a distinguished
vertex of higher degree. Its natural generalization in hypergraphs, which we will call a
monomial sunflower, is the topic of this section, and is based on a very useful, highly
structured hypergraph, the sunflower, which, incidentally, is guaranteed to occur in
hypergraphs with large enough edge sets, independently of the size of the vertex set.
(See e.g. [10].)

Definition 4.3 A d-uniform hypergraph H = (V ,E) is a sunflower if ei ∩ ej = C

for all edges ei �= ej ∈ E, and C ⊂ V . The set of vertices C is called the core of the
sunflower, and each ei is called a petal.

In general, one may allow the core to be empty, in which case you simply get a
matching. In this paper, we will explicitly use the name matching instead of allowing
for empty cores.

For the remainder of the paper, fix the following notation.

Notation 4.4 For a subset C ⊂ V (H), define H −C to be the hypergraph with vertex
set (V \C) and edges {ei \C : ei ⊂ E(H)}. Similarly, for a subset C ⊂ V (H), define
H − C to be the multihypergraph with vertex set (V \ C) and edges {ei \ C : ei ⊂
E(H)}. The hypergraphs H − C and H − C are not necessarily uniform and may
include empty edges, or multiple copies of an edge. See Figs. 3, 4 and 9 for examples.
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Fig. 3 A walk on the non-primitive monomial sunflower H1 (left) and the components of H1 − C with
appropriate coloring and multiplicity (right) (Color figure online)

Fig. 4 A walk on the primitive monomial sunflower H2 (left) and the components of H1 −C with appro-
priate bicoloring and multiplicity (right) (Color figure online)

Clearly, there is no non-trivial monomial walk on a sunflower: since the degree
of any non-core vertex is 1, every petal needs to be both blue and red, resulting
in the zero binomial. Thus, a sunflower alone cannot be a support of a monomial
hypergraph. The non-core petal vertices could, however, be balanced by a perfect
matching. To that end, consider H to be a sunflower with a perfect matching on its
non-core vertices. In Proposition 4.5, we show that a primitive monomial hypergraph
with support H can be characterized by counting petals.

Consider the set of connected components

H − C =
⋃

j∈I
Gj .

For convenience, define GJ := ⋃
j∈J Gj , for any index set J ⊆ I . By abuse of

notation we will write |Gj | for the number of edges in the multiset {e ∈ H : e∩C �= ∅
and e \ C ∈ Gj }.

The next proposition is based on the idea that counting petals detects balanced
walks on H .
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Proposition 4.5 (Sunflower) Let H be a hypergraph consisting of a sunflower and a
perfect matching on the non-core vertices of the sunflower. The hypergraph H is the
support of a monomial hypergraph H if and only if there exists a partition (GJ ,GK)

of the connected components of H − C such that
∑

j∈J
mj |Gj | =

∑

k∈K
mk|Gk|, where mj , mk are integers.

In addition, H is primitive if and only if the partition (GJ ,GK) also satisfies the
following two conditions:

(i) no two subsets J ′ � J and K′ � K satisfy
∑

j∈J ′ m′
j |Gj | = ∑

k∈K′ m′
k|Gk| for

some integers m′
j ≤ mj , m′

k ≤ mk and
(ii) there are no integers m′

j ,m
′
k ∈ Z such that the partition (GJ ,GK) of the con-

nected components of H − C satisfies
∑

j∈J m′
j |Gj | = ∑

k∈K m′
k|Gk|, where

m′
j ≤ mj , m′

k ≤ mk and for at least one integer the inequality is strict.

Proof For the easy direction of the first statement, suppose (GJ ,GK) is a partition
of the connected components of H − C such that

∑
j∈J mj |Gj | = ∑

k∈K mk|Gk|
for some mj ,mk ∈ Z. Construct the monomial walk W as follows: for every edge
e having a nonempty intersection with Gj, j ∈ J (respectively, Gk, k ∈ K), include
in W , mj (respectively, mk) copies of edge e. Color the matching edges red for J and
blue for K, and use the opposite colors for the petal edges. This immediately ensures
that the non-core vertices satisfy the degree condition (�). The degrees of a core vertex
v are degblue(v) = ∑

j∈J mj |Gj | and degred = ∑
k∈K mk|Gk|, respectively.

For the other direction of the first statement, suppose H is a monomial hypergraph
over H and consider the monomial walk W consisting of the edges of H. For every
vertex v in a component Gi of H , there are exactly two distinct edges containing v:
a petal edge e and a matching edge f . Suppose e appears with multiplicity mi in W .
Without loss of generality, we may assume that all mi copies of e must belong to the
same color partition, say red. By the degree condition (�), edge f must also appear
in W with multiplicity mi , and all mi copies must belong to the blue color partition.
Now there exists a vertex u ∈ f ∩ e′ (u �= v) where e′ (e′ �= e) is the unique petal edge
containing u. To ensure u is balanced, by the degree condition, e′ must also appear
in W with multiplicity mi . Repeating this argument over all vertices in the connected
component Gi we conclude that each matching edge in Gi and each petal edge whose
non-core vertices fall in Gi , must appear in W with multiplicity mi . Then we may
construct the partition (GJ ,GK) so that Gi ∈ GJ if the matching edges it contains
are colored red, and Gi ∈ GK otherwise. Since the core vertices are also balanced,
the equation

∑
j∈J mj |Gj | = ∑

k∈K mk|Gk| holds, where the sum on the left hand
side counts the blue degree of a core vertex and the right hand side its red degree.

The second statement in the proposition (primitivity) follows from the first state-
ment and the definition of primitivity. Condition (i) describes all subwalks not using
all edges of the supporting hypergraph H and condition (ii) describes all subwalks
using all edges of H with smaller multiplicity than in H. �

We may now make the following definition.
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Definition 4.6 A monomial sunflower is a monomial hypergraph with support set
consisting of a sunflower and a perfect matching on the non-core vertices.

The partition (GJ ,GK) corresponds to a bicoloring of the petals of the sunflower,
as illustrated in the following example.

Example 4.7 Figure 3 demonstrates that H1 is the support of a simple non-primitive
monomial sunflower and its components. Each edge appears exactly once in H1, and
it is easy to see that for any two components in H − C, there is a bicoloring of H1
such that the two components form a subwalk.

Figure 4 demonstrates a bicoloring of the monomial sunflower H2 that makes it
primitive. The appropriate multiplicities for each component are m1 = 1 and m2 = 2.

4.3 Independent petal bouquets

To produce more general monomial hypergraphs and characterize primitivity on
them, we may generalize the monomial sunflower by considering a hypergraph H

formed by a collection of sunflowers and a perfect matching on the subset of vertices
that are not in the core of any sunflower. Let us, first, assume that the sunflowers are
entirely disjoint.

Let H be a hypergraph consisting of a collection of vertex-disjoint sunflowers S1,

S2, . . . , S� and a perfect matching on the non-core vertices of
⋃

i Si . We will call such
an H a matched-petal partitioned-core sunflower.

As we saw in Proposition 4.5, when H contains a single sunflower, the compo-
nents of H − C and their multiplicities determine the degrees of the vertices of H

and ensure that the core is balanced. In a matched-petal partitioned-core sunflower,
not all the components contribute to every sunflower Si . So, one needs to keep track
of the components of H − C that contain vertices of Si , for each Si . We employ the
following notation.

Notation 4.8 Let H be a matched-petal partitioned-core sunflower. Given a fixed
partition (GJ ,GK) of the connected components of H −C, and a fixed sunflower Si

of H , define J (Si) ⊂ J (respectively, K(Si) ⊂ K) to include every j ∈ J (respec-
tively, j ∈ K), such that Gj contains a vertex of Si . In symbols, J (Si) is the set of in-
dices defined as J (Si) := {j ∈ J (Si) : j ∈ J and e ∩ Gj �= ∅ for some edge e ∈ Si}.

Proposition 4.9 (Partitioned core sunflower) Let H be a matched-petal partitioned-
core sunflower, and adopt Notation 4.8.

The hypergraph H is the support of a monomial hypergraph H if and only if there
exists a partition (GJ ,GK) of the connected components of H − C such that for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ �:

∑

j∈J (Si )

mj |Gj | =
∑

k∈K(Si )

mk|Gk|, where mj , mk are integers.

In addition, H is primitive if and only if the partition (GJ ,GK) also satisfies the
following two conditions:
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(i) no two subsets J ′ � J and K′ � K satisfy for each 1 ≤ i ≤ �,

∑

j∈J (Si )∩J ′
m′

j |Gj | =
∑

k∈K(Si )∩K′
m′

k|Gk|,

for some integers m′
j ≤ mj , m′

k ≤ mk , and
(ii) there are no integers m′

j ,m
′
k ∈ Z such that the partition (GJ ,GK) of the con-

nected components of H − C satisfies for each 1 ≤ i ≤ �,

∑

j∈J (Si )

m′
j |Gj | =

∑

k∈K(Si )

m′
k|Gk|,

where m′
j ≤ mj , m′

k ≤ mk and for at least one integer the inequality is strict.

Proof The first statement follows with the same argument as Proposition 4.5 for the
non-core vertices. For a core vertex, given a partition (GJ ,GK) of the connected
components of H − C, the sum

∑
j∈J (Si )

mj |Gj | (respectively,
∑

k∈K(Si )
mk|Gk|)

counts the number of petals of sunflower Si whose remnants fall in components
GJ (Si ) (respectively, GK(Si )), and as such completely determines the quantity that
each part of the bipartition contributes to the degree of a core vertex v ∈ Si . As be-
fore, the second statement describes two types of subwalks. �

Example 4.10 Figure 5 demonstrates a primitive partitioned core monomial sun-
flower H. Note that all of the multiplicities are equal to one.

Fig. 5 Primitive partitioned-core monomial sunflower H3, with an appropriate bicoloring (Color figure
online)
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We relax the disjointness property of the sunflowers above, and allow the sunflow-
ers to intersect on core vertices. Let H be a hypergraph consisting of a collection of
sunflowers S1, S2, . . . , S�, which may only intersect at their cores (known as a relaxed
core sunflower), and a perfect matching on the non-core vertices of the sunflowers.
We will call such an H a matched-petal relaxed-core sunflower.

In the partitioned core case, the degree of each core vertex depends on exactly one
sunflower. In contrast, allowing intersections in the cores causes the degree of a core
vertex to depend on several sunflowers. This prompts the following notation.

Notation 4.11 For a matched-petal relaxed-core sunflower, define I(v) to consist
of the set of indices i such that vertex v is in the core of sunflower Si . In symbols
I(v) := {i ∈ I(v) : v ∈ Si}.

In addition, Notation 4.8 extends to H .

Theorem 4.12 (Relaxed core sunflower) Let H be a matched-petal relaxed-core sun-
flower, and adopt Notations 4.8 and 4.11.

The hypergraph H is the support of a monomial hypergraph H if and only if there
exists a partition (GJ ,GK) of the connected components of H − C such that for
each vertex v in the core of a sunflower:

∑

i∈I(v)

∑

j∈J (Si )

mj |Gj | =
∑

i∈I(v)

∑

k∈K(Si )

mk|Gk|, where mj , mk are integers.

In addition, H is primitive if and only if the partition (GJ ,GK) also satisfies the
following two conditions:

(i) no two subsets J ′ � J and K′ � K satisfy for each vertex v in the core of the
sunflower,

∑

i∈I(v)

∑

j∈J (Si )∩J ′
m′

j |Gj | =
∑

s∈I(v)

∑

k∈K(Si )∩K′
m′

k|Gk|,

for some integers m′
j ≤ mj , m′

k ≤ mk , and
(ii) there are no integers m′

j ≤ mj , m′
k ≤ mk ∈ Z, where the inequality is strict for at

least one integer, such that the partition (GJ ,GK) of the connected components
of H − C satisfies for each vertex v in the core of a sunflower,

∑

i∈I(v)

∑

j∈J (Si )

m′
j |Gj | =

∑

i∈I(v)

∑

k∈K(Si )

m′
k|Gk|.

Proof Follow the proof of Proposition 4.9 with one important exception. The de-
gree of a core vertex may now depend on several sunflowers, and so the quan-
tity necessary to calculate the degree of a core vertex v in part J , for example, is∑

i∈I(v)

∑
j∈J (Si )

m′
j |Gj |. �

Proposition 4.9 can be obtained as a corollary of Theorem 4.12.
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Fig. 6 Primitive relaxed core
monomial sunflower H4, with
an appropriate bicoloring (Color
figure online)

Example 4.13 Figure 6 demonstrates a simple primitive relaxed core monomial sun-
flower H4 with four sunflowers. Each multiplicity equals one.

5 Bouquet complexity

The types of Graver elements studied in Propositions 4.2, 4.5 and 4.9 are, in fact,
the simplest ones that may occur beyond the graphs case. They are the natural direct
generalization of the three types of monomial walks on graphs from Theorem 2.3
(see also Fig. 1), each of which is an example of a sparse bouquet. By allowing the
edges to contain more than two vertices, we inadvertently and significantly increase
the complexity of the primitive walks. This already occurs on 3-uniform hypergraphs
and on sparse bouquets. We summarize some of the different ways in which the com-
plexity has increased through the following examples.

In the case of graphs, it is known (see [23, Proposition 8.1.6]) that the largest
degree of a vertex in the support of a primitive walk is 4, and that the edges in the
support of the walk can be traversed at most twice. None of these restrictions extend
to d-uniform hypergraphs (d > 2), where a primitive walk can contain vertices with
arbitrarily large degree; can contain arbitrarily many vertices of large degree; and a
supporting edge can be used arbitrarily many times in a primitive walk.

It is not hard to see that there exists exactly one primitive d-uniform monomial
sunflower with core of size d − 1: the one containing exactly 2d + 2 hyperedges. On
the other hand, Fig. 7 demonstrates a family of primitive 3-uniform bouquets on n

vertices with number of edges of the order of n and containing a vertex with degree
of the order of n. Figure 8 demonstrates a family of 3-uniform bouquets in which the
number of cores, vertex degrees, and edge multiplicities can be arbitrarily high.
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6 Conclusion and open problems

Using the sparse hypergraphs as a starting point, one should consider the problem of
classifying supports of more general monomial hypergraphs. However, this problem
is highly non-trivial. For example, Fig. 9 represents a simplest example of a non-
primitive monomial walk that is not of the form covered in Sect. 4. The hypergraph
consists of two overlapped walks. It is tempting to mimic the constructions for sparse
bouquets and express this hypergraph as a union of, say, four sunflowers S1, . . . , S4
with two petals each: S1 = {e1, e3}, S2 = {e2, e4}, S3 = {e5, e7}, S4 = {e6, e8}. Then,
removing the cores from these sunflowers and counting the petal remnants in the

Fig. 7 A primitive monomial
hypergraph containing a vertex
with arbitrarily large degree
(Color figure online)

Fig. 8 A primitive monomial hypergraph with arbitrarily many cores (Color figure online)
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Fig. 9 A non-primitive
monomial bouquet (Color figure
online)

connected components, with multiplicity 1, as suggested by a direct generalization of
Theorem 4.12, would reveal that S3 ∪ S4 is a balanced set of edges. In this way, one
could detect that the monomial hypergraph S1 ∪ · · · ∪ S4 is not primitive.

In general, however, an arbitrary monomial hypergraph consists of sunflowers that
overlap in unrestricted ways, and thus it is not guaranteed that removing the cores will
disconnect and detect a subwalk. In particular, a direct generalization of the results
from Sect. 4 does not hold without further assumptions.

Problem 6.1 Find a criterion to detect primitivity of a given monomial hypergraph
H based on a subset of the edges in H .

At the moment, the best result in this direction is Theorem 2.8. For “sparse” collec-
tions of sunflowers and matchings, Sect. 4 offers more efficient criteria. But if the
hypergraph is denser, an arbitrary sunflower decomposition alone does not seem to
suffice.

More generally, it would be interesting, although difficult, to solve the following
specific instance of the general problem of characterizing primitive walks.

Problem 6.2 Characterize (combinatorially) the supports of primitive monomial hy-
pergraphs over an arbitrary 3-uniform hypergraph.

We remind the reader that even for 3-uniform hypergraphs, any of the types of bou-
quets that we describe can appear in the Graver basis, as demonstrated throughout the
paper. Thus Problem 6.2 is highly non-trivial; however, we expect it to have a nice
answer for a subclass of 3-uniform hypergraphs, for example, where it is possible to
partition a vertex set in a way that restricts the types of bouquets that may appear.
On the other hand, recall the ultimate goal of interest to statistical applications: we
are looking for characterizations of the structure of monomial walks for a family of
hypergraphs specified by conditions that are significantly more restrictive than uni-
formity. The family will come from a statistical model with a prescribed edge size,
or edge types. Such conditions will necessarily restrict the ways in which edges of H

can intersect, and thus may imply the sparsity of walks supported on H .
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Fig. 10 A primitive bouquet B
partially produced by gluing
four sparse bouquets (Color
figure online)

Furthermore, one can quickly derive the entire Graver basis for the following
two classes of hypergraphs. For any 2-regular hypergraph, it consists only of pairs
of matchings as in Proposition 4.2. In particular, the Graver basis of a connected
2-regular hypergraph contains exactly one element. Secondly, consider the d-uniform
hypergraph Cd

r = (V ,E), produced by letting V = ⊔
1≤i≤r Vi , with each Vi having

size d/2 (d even), and edge set E = {Vi ∪ Vj : for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r}. A (primitive)
monomial walk on Cd

r corresponds to a (primitive) even closed walk in the complete
graph Kr , as each hyperedge in Cd

r is in a one-to-one correspondence with an edge
in Kr .

Our next problem concerns generating primitive monomial hypergraphs. It is pos-
sible to generate such hypergraphs by contraction or “gluing” operations using known
monomial hypergraphs (and sparse bouquets in particular) as building blocks. For ex-
ample, one may produce d-uniform monomial sunflowers from a d-uniform pair of
perfect matchings by identifying selected sets of independent vertices. This operation
preserves primitivity. The converse is only true if vertex-identification takes place
within connected components. In general, one may also glue two hypergraphs H1,
H2 along the vertices of an edge to produce a new hypergraph H , introducing new
primitive elements in IH constructed from binomials from IH1 and IH2 . The support
of the monomial hypergraph in Fig. 10 was partially constructed from the support of
four monomial sunflowers with this gluing operation. It is not hard to see that B is a
monomial hypergraph.

A general gluing operation for graphs, based on a toric fiber product, is described
in [7]. It preserves many properties of toric ideals.

Problem 6.3 Find a gluing operation on hypergraphs that preserves primitivity of
monomial walks. Is it possible to generate all primitive monomial hypergraphs start-
ing from sparse bouquets?

The primitive walks in hypergraphs are clearly much more general than in the case
of graphs, as Sect. 5 shows. Nevertheless, we expect many of the other properties of
the coordinate ring of IH to have combinatorial interpretations. For example, the first
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author studies the degree bounds on the minimal generators of IH in [8], generalizing
the theorems known for graphs.

Finally, the problems of finding nice term orders and reduced Gröbner bases of
IH , characterizing Cohen–Macaulayness and normality of the coordinate ring and
the corresponding polytope, and relating known coloring-inspired properties of hy-
pergraphs to various invariants of the toric ideal IH are wide open.
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